Current concepts on the mechanisms of dystonia and the beneficial effects of deep brain stimulation.
The application of lesioning procedures in the basal ganglia and, more recently, of deep brain stimulation (DBS) has revolutionalized dystonia treatment. However, our understanding of the mechanism of action of DBS is only minimal. This is largely due to a rudimentary understanding of dystonia pathophysiology itself, which in turn reflects an insufficient understanding of the functional significance of the cortico-striato-pallido-thalamocortical loops. The initial dystonia pathophysiology concept was one of changes in oscillation rate. Soon, it was realized that not only rate but also the pattern of basal ganglia activity is crucial in the etiology of the disease. The observations of altered somatosensory responsiveness and cortical neuroplasticity, along with the vast array of clinical phenotypes, imply the need for a wholistic neuronal pathophysiology model; one in which an underlying defect of basal ganglia function results in increased cortical excitability, misprocessing of sensory feedback, aberrant cortical plasticity, and ultimately clinical dystonia. This unified dystonia pathophysiology model, although simplistic, may provide the scaffold on which all incoming research and clinical data becomes united in a meaningful and practical way. In light of this model, the dramatic response of some forms of dystonia to pallidal stimulation, the time latency for the beneficial effect and even the presence of non-responders may be explained. Additionally, it may help in developing a rationale for more efficacious DBS programming, better selection of the timing of surgery, and more successful identification of those candidates that are most likely to respond to DBS.